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I. INTRODUCTION. 

The gyroscope'has an extensive literature; but, as 
0- 

Field has pointed out, it is a literature of special cases. 

The specialization arises in: A) the initial conditions, 

B) the form of the momental ellipsoid, C) the position of 

the center of mass, and D) a combination of the three pre¬ 

ceding restrictions. There are also a number of papers whose 

aim is to show that, for general initial conditions, an ad¬ 

ditional algebraic relation between the components of the an¬ 

gular velocity cannot exist except in the special cases that 

have already been solved. 

In this paper we shall review the more Important and in¬ 

teresting special cases of gyroscopic motion. In addition, 

we shall prove several theorems on the motion of a gyroscope, 

one of whose points is fixed in space. 

We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the 

more elementary postulates, definitions and theorems on the 

motion of a rigid body. We shall deal exclusively with rigid 

bodies. The coordinate systems used will all be right-handed. 

By this we mean that the axes will be so oriented that to an 

observer on the positive X* -axis, the positive *, -axis 

would have to be turned through an angle of ninety degrees 

in a counterclockwise direction to be brought into coincidence 

with the positive -axis. 

1. The definition of a gyrosco pe will be found on p. 16. 

2. Field, p. 355. See our bibliography on pp. 55-56. 
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II. ON THE MOTION OF A RIGID BODY.. 

We shall he concerned with rigid bodies of finite ex¬ 

tent whose mass is non-null. 

1. Momental Ellipsoid. Principal Axes. 

Let the rigid body J move about the point 0, the point 

0 being fixed in space. Let 0-( Xi,X-u, 4^ ) be a coordinate 

system whose origin is at O and which is fixed in space. If 

OP is an arbitrary line through 0, and if the direction co¬ 

sines of OP are ot, , ^ and £ , then the moment of iner¬ 

tia of J about the line OP is given by 

(l) *X0p =• 
x Ç* 

where 

J 

^ s F ^ [ Xt . J * 

In (2), A >6 and C are the moments of inertia of J a- 

bout the coordinate axes and p , £ and p are the corre¬ 

sponding products of inertia. If we choose a point Q, whose 

coordinates we shall call ( 5, if )» such that the distance 

OQ is given by ^ 

(3) 5'Q = Ç=IT®f]'î, 

then 

(4) S-Ç*. 

From (1) and (4) it follows that the locus of Q^as we vary 

fLt ^ and ^ ^ is the quadric surface 

(5) ASV+ 4TT-2, 
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Since the moment of inertia of J is assumed to finite and 

non-null, it follows that (1) is always positive. Hence it 

follows from (3) that Ç is always positive and finite, and 

therefore the quadric surface defined by (5) is an ellipsoid. 

If the coordinate axes are taken along the axes of this ellip¬ 

soid, then the equation of the surface may be written as 

(6) *ÇV+B 

where A , e> and C are the moments of inertia of J about 

the X\ -, Xv “ and X^ -axes respectively. The form (6) is the 

one most often used in a discussion of the ellipsoid. 

Definition. The ellipsoid defined by (5) is the "ellips¬ 

oid of inertia11 , or "the momenta! ellipsoid" , relative to 0. 

As the point 0 varies, the momental ellipsoid varies. 

The axes change with the changing of the point 0. The axes 

of the momental ellipsoid are called the principal axes ( of 

inertia). If the point 0 is fixed in the rigid body, then the 

principal axes relative to the point 0, though they move in 

space, are invariant. 

In general, there are three principal axes relative to 

a point. If the mass(es) lies along a straight line, then 

the ellipsoid of inertia is a cylinder of revolution about 

that line. If the ellipsoid is a surface of revolution, then 

there is an infinitude of principal axes in the plane of the 

equator. If the ellipsoid of inertia is a sphere, then any 

line through the center of the sphere is a principal axis.* 

3» The preceding discussion was based on Appell, P. 8. 
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2, Systems of Coordinates and their Relations, Eulerlan 

H 
Angles. 

Let 0 be the origin of a system of axes which is fixed 

in space, say 0-( 'U»'!», N* ). Let the Intersections of the 

unit sphere, whose center is at 0, with the positive -, N*. - 

and -axes be a, b and c respectively. If the trihedral 

0-(a,b,c) is rotated about the -axis through an angle ÿ , 

in a counterclockwise direction as seen by an observer on the 

X-^ -axis, then the edge Oa is moved to the position Oa', the 

edge Ob is moved to the position Ob' and Oc remains station¬ 

ary. Now, if the trihedral 0-(a', b’, c) is revolved about 

Ob' through an angle 9 , in a counter-clockwise direction 

as seen by an observer on the edge Ob', then Oa’ is moved to 

the new position Oa'', Oc is moved to the position Oc' and Ob' 

remains fixed in position. A final rotation, of the trihedral 

0- ( a”, b ', c ‘ ) about Oc ’ through an angle , move s Oa”, 

Ob' and Oc' to the position of 0a,M, Ob” and Oc' respectively. 

If 0—( X«, K^ Xi ) is a coordinate system where the positive 

X» -, X*. - and -axes have the directions of Oa”', Ob” 

and Oc' respectively, then the angles f , & and are the 

Euler lan angles for the (moving) system 0-( X^ ) with 

respect to the system 0-( )• 

By means of projections we can construct the following 

table for the direction cosines of the positive X, -, x»_ - and 

X^ -axes: 

4. Gray, pp. 71-74 



1, 1v S3 

X,: COT.© _*£ © eo*<p, 

(7) Xv*. -.t®i©sùupe.©*f-e0s<p , -co>e>siufsùi?4.'c*fe**fts 

x*! scu© ces.^- vUi £> s«U ^ e»*ô, 

where the direction cosines for the x, -axis are contained in 

the first line of the table, reading from left to right, etc. 

Similarly, the direction cosines for the positive t* -axis are 

obtained by reading the first column from top to bottom, etc. 

If ( Xi,ju, t,, ) are the coordinates of a point Pwith re¬ 

spect to the system 0-( XV. Xv, x* ), and if ( ) are the 

coordinates of P with respect to the other system of axes, 

then it follows from (7) that 

Ht"» (.c©s&e0s<fcrtjÉ-4Ù*«£sù* jf) Xt-Ccot& eeup stu? 4-a>s.<fscitt)Xïtuu0 x%, -etc*. 

In particular, if P is the point ( &,ùt / ) on the -axis, 

then its coordinates with respect to the system ) 

are „ » „ li^stu© ecu. 

(8) 
Hv^StU» Stiif, 

Ssr L&l £> . 

The vectors representing the angular velocities B , 

and *f lie along the line common to the planes 0-(x., xj) and 

0-(vsx)» the 'll -axis and the x-^-axis respectively. If the com¬ 

ponents of the angular velocity with which the axes of the 

system 0-( **»Xv. x^ ) turn about themselves are f> , 2 311(1 ■** 

in the instantaneous directions of the axes, then we obtain 

the following relations, with the aid of (7)s 

(9) 

f= -f Sjii©CKf Slii <P» 
« « 

* t 

X- ¥ eas £>. 

From (9) we obtain 



(10) 

■f ^ C i f co^f) _ ^u.e^~o. 

J2» The Euler Dynamical Equations. 

Let 0 te the origin for two systems of coordinates. If 

the direction cosines of the Xt -, Xv- - and X* -axes with 

respect to the fixed system 0-(1u K X* ) are f\ ), 

(HM.,AMSM*>) and ( Mt.MU./fcj,) respectively, then 

(11) = Wv«^ 4ii^.-f44w^w+vU»/v = <9, 

(12) ^ (S+ QS a I. 

If the coordinates of a point P are ( ), with re¬ 

spect to moving system of axes, then 

(13) X; * X, ft* +**-AHl + r> 4{t\ 

are its coordinates relative to the fixed axes. It follows 

from (13) that the velocity of P along the fixed axes is 

(14) X; cX\li +*vMV-f Xv/Mt*4- x, tc’f X*. X* 

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the 

time ^ • From (11), (12) and (14) we obtain the components of 

the velocity in the instantaneous directions of the moving 

axes: 

-*~S /à jf»., 

(15) ~ X-v -tAXi" 
« 

^ =■ 3^3. +pxx- ^X«> 

where 
? = 4Mv«v 4M*4M> 4«*4f%_ + *•<**»), 

(16) t* 

IV~ 

CiMi C*> Mv ^ tMvPw 4i4j 
» « « 

(VUÛ-*. MU. <t4M. 4#»tMv 4C%Ml^)# 

If the trihedral 0-( ju, X^X* ) turns about the \ -, Xv - 

and X^-axes with angular speeds -f* » 2, and A- , then the 
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velocity of P has components 

(17) jJT,-/ï!V, , 

in the instantaneous directions of the Jfi -, JV -and - 

axes respectively. Hence it follows from (15) and (17) that 

the quantities (16) are the components of the angular velo¬ 

city with which the moving axes turn about each other, and 

these components are along the instantaneous directions of 

the se axe s. 

If we apply the relations (15) to the vector represen¬ 

tation of angular velocities and angular momentum, then 
* % 

h%tù^^nU>^ , 

il^ «V -V ALL),-p«V)j> 

» ' 
Hi = Ui "AMv, 

Hv - ph*, 

%Ut * 

In (18), the quantities SI, , Jl% and Jlj are the components 

in the direction of the fixed axes of the angular velocity 

with which a rigid body is moving about 0, and <i\ , a)*_ and 

are the components of this same angular velocity taken in 

the instantaneous directions of the moving axes. In (19), Hty 

and Hi are the angular momenta of the moving rigid body, 

about the fixed axes, while hi ,(»>. and U* are the angular 
I 

momenta about the moving axes. In (18) and (19), //t* corresponds 

to Ai and ht corresponds to U)l , tx U2-»^ . 

If the axes of the system 0-( Xi, fa.Xy ) are fixed in the 

moving rigid body, then 

(18) 

and 

(19) 
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(20) l- . 

If K- , B and (t are the moments of inertia of the body a- 

bout the instantaneous positions of the moving axes, if the 

system 0-( V\,Xv, X-> ) is fixed in the body, and if ^ ,M and 

N are the components, in the direction of the instantaneous 

positions of the moving axes, of the resultant of all the mo¬ 

ments of all the forces acting on the rigid body, then 

(21) 

A-4f c 
cl+ 

? tA-£)ps+«- 

Here we have used (19) and (20). 

The relations (20) are the Euler dynamical equations for 

the motion of a rigid body. It is to be remembered that the 

moving axes discussed above are fixed in the body and that 

their origin is at a point 0, where the point 0 is fixed in 
5 

space. 

5« This discussion was based on Webster, pp. 77-78, 316-320. 
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III. ELEMENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF 

CURVES. 

We shall need the following definitions and theorems, 

and their inclusion here will form a handy reference sheet.. 

We shall use the vector notations: i to mean 

1>J , and ii) to mean the triple , 

(UkrQiW and û*.t, . in referring to a curve,., we use 

the generic Xls) to stand for the triple Yi(s-) , KUs) , gi(i) , 

or for that matter, in referring to any vector we use 0. to 

stand for the three components , 4% . 

The triple of functions Ms) is said to define a curve 

of class C if kC%) and all the derivatives up to and in¬ 

cluding that of the to th order are continuous. A necessary 

condition for singular points on a curve is 

In general we shall use the arc-length as parameter, unless 

otherwise specifically noted. 

If defines a curve of at least class £ , then 

(22) oL - Y'o)- 
d)C

(J<>7 

(23) 

(24) 

are the tangent, principal normal and hinormal vectors re¬ 

spectively, wherever these functions have meaning. 

If the vectors ^ ^ and ^ are mutually perpendicu¬ 

lar unit vectors, which have in the order given the same 

disposition as the coordinate axes, then 
$JLs\ '“‘"O 

(25) fr > Jr# » t* ■ 



If ^ is a curve on a surface ^ , then the geodesic 

curvature of £ at the point P Is 

-l - 

(26) ^ ^ 

where IP is the angle from the positive normal to ^ at P 
I 

to the positive hinormal to the curve at P. Here 0 is 
n C. * 

the (ordinary) curvature of L at P* 

6. See Graustein for the derivation and the application of 

these formulas* 
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IV. A GENERAL THEOREM ON THE ROTATION OF A RIGID BODY 

ABOUT ITS CENTER OF MASS WHICH IS FIXED IN SPACE. 

Let the center of mas3 G of a rigid Body be fixed in 

space, and let G-( 'li.'fv,'f* ) be a fixed system of coordinates 

whose origin is at G. Relative to G there are (at least) 

three mutually perpendicular principal axes. If we take the co¬ 

ordinate axes of the system G-( ) along these principal 

axes, and if we call K the point of intersection of the posi¬ 

tive t-i, -axis with the unit sphere whose center is at G, then 

the Eulerian angle & is the angle from the positive Y*, -axis 

to the positive Af* -axis. 

If is a set of forces whose resultant moment has 

components along the axes of the system G-( ) which 
/# H» > « 

are single-valued functions of class L in the 

time , then we can state the following. 

Theorem. If J moves under the action of the set IF] , 

and if W4A©¥» O for & corresponding to •f- in the Interval 

•b ~ t ~ f then tne locus of . ijs either a point or a 

curve T whose coordinate functions are of class £u and 

which has a tangent practically everywhere. 

Proof. 

We shall associate the following initial conditions 

with the motion of J: 

(27) t-t*' ?***&&> . 

Corresponding to each t in the interval there 

is one value for & , one value for and one value for • 

These values for & , f and ÿ will lie in respective 

7. ’’Practically everywhere” will be defined by the proof. 
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neighborhoods of Q* , V* and fo • Similarly for f* , 2 

and A . Hence we have the following neighborhood in 

( ft ft (*•%! ^ )-space about (£»,&** ): 

IB 'Qot é. f>, | f-fj é. b. If- fo/ £ ^ 
(28) lé^l±(L l 

I f'pi>/£: bs 1S t l A-Aol - D , 
where l&u© . 

If the resultant moment of the set of moments arising 

from the setlt^ has components ft , i and I about 

the 'll -, Mw - and -axes respectively, then its com¬ 

ponents in the instantaneous directions of the moving axes are 

(29) M.= f?*U« t-S 

where L ,, Mil and iii , , are given by (7). Since 

we assume A , the Euler dynamical equations for J be¬ 

come 

(30) $*■*»•* s4 > 

Since the functions ft , 5» and T* are of class in the 

variable t , it follows from (7) that the right-hand members 
u 

of (29)» and hence those of (30) too, are C — functions in 

the quantities ( &t9, >(*,%, ft ) in the neighborhood (28).. 
* 

Since ^o , we may rewrite (10) to read 

^ ^ Cj0S(p „ 

(3D 
hkl& 1 <£Ul& 

4f - 
at " 

cj£ * /I-j£ü? tp , 
elf' failO huô 
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where the right-hand members of (31) are functions of class C.U 

in the neighborhood (28). 

Since the right-members of (30) and (31) are continuous 

with their first partial derivatives in the neighborhood (28), 

it follows that they satisfy a Lipschitz condition in a slightly 

larger open region. Since these functions are single-valued im 

any such region concerned (which may be taken,,for convenience, 

to be the open region obtained by dropping the equality signs 

in (28), and which will then be a slightly smaller region) the 

system of differential equations defined by (30) and (31) have 

a unique solution: 

(32) 

where 

p*=/>. 

Cv 
may be proved by the con¬ 

sideration of the meaning of a solution to the system,and the 

consideration that R , and T are of class C** . 

From (8) and (32) it follows that the coordinate functions 

for the path T of £ are of class . A necessary condition 

that T fail to have a tangent when is that where 

.33, <£)-» 

If 75, , ,then it follows from (33) that the path of 

& is a point. If » then there will be at least one point 
<ü- , / 

where ; - say the point corresponds to é^é< • Then we 

can get a neighborhood of where & and f fail to vanish 

simultaneously, and therefore C will have tangents at points 
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corresponding to the values of t in this interval* 
% 

The condition that 9AÀLB~éù is not too stringent. If we 

remove this condition from the hypothesis, then we have diffl— 

culty with the right-hand members of the last two relations 

in (31)» If in this unrestricted variation of Stud we have 

Mil© o f then the path of ^ will be a circle on the sphere* 

Xf MU© £ O f then we can consider neighborhoods of those points 

where Vtùô ^O , and find that practically all of the points 

in those neighborhoods will have corresponding tangents. The 

condition Vu.©»© may be removed, if SCil&zÊO por, the angle 

@ is at best dependent upon the choice of the -axis. If 
« 

Sül©o=0 iül© o , then we can choose a different system 
f f ( «I , 

G—( YJ ) such that'uiQo^O , where corresponds to the 
f 

'la -axis, and then show that near the point that corresponds 

to the curve f" has a tangent practically everywhere. 

Another direction for the extension of the preceding theorem 

is that in which ^ , S and "T are considered to be of 

class C in the variables ). Hence 

Corollary 1. If ft , S and T are functions of class C** 

in the variables ( tÇt(fr ), and if all the other hypotheses 

of preceding theorem hold, then the locus of 4T is either a 

point or a curve with tangents practically everywhere. 

If we take the point 0 of the body J to be fixed in space, 

such that the point 0 is on one of the principal axes relative 

to the point G, then we get an altogether different problem. 

If the gravitational force of the mass /W of J is the only 

other external force acting on J besides the constraint that 

-14- 



keeps 0 fixed in space, then 

ft =» , 2> - <uKjL<àu& sauuf J T—o. 

Here the fixed system 0-( 'fo'fv, Vj ) has its positive % -axis 

coincident with the upward direction on the vertical, while 

the moving axes 0-( ) are such that the positive Xj — 

axis coincides with the direction of the ray 0G-, and the 

distance from 0 to G is U • Then we can state the following. 

Corollary 2. If *> is the intersection of the positive 

axis with the unit sphere whose center is at 0, then the 

locus of is either a point, or a curve whose coordinate func¬ 

tions are analytic inf:, and which has a contlnously turning 

tangent everywhere except for possibly a countable number of 

equally spaced cusps. 

The proof of the first part of the theorem follows that, 

of the preceding theorem. To show that there are at most singu¬ 

larities of a cuspidal variety on the path V , there will be 

a method suggested later, on p. 25» 

This theorem is the most important in the discussion of 

the path of % , since the most important cases of gyroscopic 

motion are those for which the gravitational forces are the 

only ones acting upon a gyroscope. 
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V. THE GENERAL EQUATIONS FOR GYROSCOPIC MOTION. 

Definition. A rigid body Is said to be a gyroscope 

If there exists a line In the body. say A , called the axis, 

with the following properties: a) the center of mass of lies 

on \ » h) If 0 Is any point on A , then \ coincides with 

one of the principal axes relative to 0; let ^ denote the 

moment of Inertia of }f about \ , o) the other principal mo¬ 

ments of Inertia relative to 0 are all equal; let A be this 

common value, and d) A and £? are positive. 

Agreement. Unless specifically stated to the contrary, 

the only set of forces we shall allow to act upon $ are those 

whbse resultant moment has components, about the axes of a 
/j ^ 4 

fixed coordinate system, that are , 4*—' , functions of 

the variables (Tfr,O, <(■, ). 

The motion of 0 In space, under the action of a set of 

forces l.P'\ , may be considered as composed of two component 

motions: a) the movement of the center of mass G in space and 

b) the rotation of $ about the center of mass. If the axes 

0-( ) are fixed in space, and if Ft is the resultant 

component, of the set of forces ifl , In the direction of the 

axis, then the motion of G in space is defined by 

(34) ,A* lc
 ~ C- 

At'- 

where AW Is the mass of 4/ • Hence the locus of & in space 

? / J/ 
is a curve of at least class The rotation of /s/ 

about G is the same as that of a similar gyroscope $ whose 

center of mass G* is fixed in space and which is acted upon 

by a set of forces tP’l which is equivalent to the set l F] 
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that acts upon M •. Now the discussion of the former of the two 

component motions of èf is well-known, and will not he given 

here; the latter motion was the subject of section IV, p. 11 ff. 

We shall discuss the rotation properties of èf where the 

point 0 of is fixed in space, as explained on p. • 

1. The Classical Equations for Gyroscopic Motion. Since 

the rigid body is a gyroscope, we have it’-B . Therefore the 

Euler equations become 

(35) *5? 

The equations (35) are the classical equations defining the mo¬ 

tion of about a point on its axis, this point remaining 

fixed in space. 

1.1. Application of the Classical Equations to the Case 

When the Resultant Moment of the Applied Forces Passes Through 
jL 

the Center of Mass Which is Fixed in Space ; If A-8 - C , then 

the motion of^è) is similar to that of a spherical pendulum. 

Hence we shall assume that A-&^ , McJ- £> . 

Since the resultant moment of the moments of the applied 

forces passes through G, we have 

and therefore (35) becomes 

(36) 

It follows from (36) that 

8. This is known as the Euler gyroscope. 
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and therefore 

(37) AfV fe1 + Ql'^h’ 

where is a positive constant. In a similar manner we obtain 

(38) A'-p-* 

where JC is a positive constant. 

The relation (38) states that the resultant moment of the 

forces acting upon is constant. Since Lo-n^n —O, it fol¬ 

lows that the resultant moment vector, say (T , has constant 

components in the direction of the fixed axes through the center 

of mass G. This vector <f emanates from G. Since the fixed 

axes are at our disposal, we can take the invariant direction 

of (f as the direction of our fixed -axis. Since the mov¬ 

ing axes lie along the principal axes of » it follows 

(39) A?: 

% 

After having eliminated B from the first two equations 

of (9), we obtain f , 

which combines with (39) to yield 

(40, f'= f ■ 

From (36) we obtain 

where lU> is a constant; and this last result combines with the 

last equation of (39) to yield 

(4i) e>^ Bo -7?7 
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where P» is a constant. 

From (9), (40) and (41) it follows that 

(42) . 

* 

Since the vector for ^ lies along the -axis and the vec- 
% 

tor for lies along the -axis, it follows from (40), (41) 

and (42) that the instantaneous axis of makes a constant 

angle with the -axis and a constant angle with the ta,-axis, 

while the Yy -axis makes a constant angle with the (fixed) Yj - 

axis. Hence the locus of the instantaneous axis is a cone of 

revolution in space and a cone of revolution in the gyroscope. 

In general, these two cones are distinct. 

Therefore, $ rotates about its instantaneous axis at 

a constant angular speed, and in turn, the instantaneous axis 

moves about a fixed line (i.e., a line having the direction 

of <f ) at a constant angular speed. 

From (37) and (38) we obtain 

(43) M.AU-fcv> p-+MAU-fcw) I'-tC.Le.U-k') - o, 

But relative to the moving axes, 

has the equations 

(44) 
X1 ^ ^ 

f " £ ' 

the instantaneous axis of 

Therefore it follows from (43) and (44) that the equation 

of the quadric cone that is the locus of the instantaneous 

axis in the gyroscope is 

(45) H v) X; + MAl- fc') C+ccd-k^ =0. 
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9 We did assume that ^ @ * Of course, If <? 

then the locus of the instantaneous axis in u would be, as 

given by (45), a fixed line, i.e., the instantaneous axis would 

be fixed in the body. This can be seen just as well after a 

consideration of the relations (36) and (44)* 

1*2* Application of Classical Equations to the Problem 

of a Gyroscope Acted Upon by Gravitational Forces. In this 

particular section we assume that the gyroscope is pivoted at 

a point 0 which is on its axis and the only force acting upon 

the body is that of gravity. By using (7)» we obtain 

(46) L~ M.- nMfL 

where Aw is the mass of • We assume that the gyroscope 

turns about its axis in a counterclockwise direction; this 

is equivalent to assuming that ft in (47) below. 

From (21) and (46) it follows that the Euler equations 

for this case are 

(47) 

Since there is no resultant moment about the X* -axis, 

there can be no angular acceleration of >4/ about that axis. 

Therefore the angular momentum of M about its axis is con¬ 

stant: 

(48) - + £ ^ •=. K . 

With the following Initial conditions, (47) and (48) are 

sufficient to identify the motion of : 

e^e*> . f-fo % 
(49) 

f-t* ;> 



Frûm (9) and the first two equations in (47) we obtain 

(50) — - x^ux^U <*o\>£> -f- c.e- , 

where Zo is a constant that depends upon (49). From the 

third equation in (47) it follows that 

(51) A=A*> . 

where Ko is a constant, holds. From (48), (50) and (51) 

we get the relations 

oC-CLt&lB 

=:^4AC> 

where 

(53) 

From (9)» 

(54) 

%to 
\ 
, k 1/UXfU 
-T » CL- - , 

(51) and (52) it follows that 

^ CL eov<9 , 

•f VUiv© - ^ —bAo 
« I 
f -t<f =- J* ° • 

In turn, from the first two equations of (54) we obtain 

(55) û.u} Cl-u>) fc>AocO'~3 ^~lu^ > 

where 

(56) 
IL — LOIS, 

To study the polynomial Wo in (55), we have to assume A**** 

since we have already assumed in (47)» Therefore 

vt), SfL±\) ^o, 
from which it follows that the roots of & are at 

U.1 , U». and U/ where 

1 

9. If JLo-O , then is a spherical pendulum; Appell, 

v•1., pp. 509-514. 

10. This is an assumption, for see p. 33 ff. 
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(57) H ^UiU.<s U04tt*^ U l'tu't/OD. 

Hence it follows from (55) and (57) that we can write W) 

in the form 

(58) ' O.CÛ-UOC «U~tiH # -a) . 

By (56) and (57) we can see that the last factor in (58) is 

essentially positive. Moreover, if 

(59) 

then the values for £> that enter into this discussion of 

the motion or £ must satisfy the inequalities 

(60) 6>4 

To describe the motion of H we can first look at the 

path of the point % • To this end we call the intersection 

of the positive -axis and the unit sphere which is drawn 

with its center at 0, 5 ; then the arc ? *> will mean the 

directed arc of the great circle subtended by the angle ^ • 

If is the point of intersection of the positive -axis 

with the unit sphere, then the polar angle ^ is the angle 

( S> % )» described in a counterclockwise direction as 

seen by an observer at ^ who is looking down at the sphere. 

Then 

(61) 

and £ 

(62) WV » WAÔ > 

where \J is the angle that the positive tangent to the path 

of £ makes with the positive tangent to the arc at % . 

From the third equation of (54), and from (56), (61) and (62), 

it follows that 
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(63) W-- ' TrF^ ‘ 

The angle & oscillates between and O, , where 0^ and 

are given by (59) and (60). From (58) it follows that when B 

Is increasing from to B, , then we have to taice the nega¬ 

tive sign for the radical in (63), and when B is decreasing, 

then we have to take the positive sign for the radical. 

The Dehavior of % depends upon the character of the 

function ( t/U» IL ). This function may behave as follows: 

a) remain of fixed sign in the interval vanish 

for either Ü.-U» or U-Ü*. , but not Doth, or c) vanish for 

where U. <u c . We study these cases. 

a). If ( ) is to be of one sign in the interval 

Uv ~ Wv , then we may as well suppose that 

(64) > O . 

(65) 

From the second equation in (54) we obtain 

t ? - to- * , 
(~CJV 

and hence, by (64), 

(66) f Ut 

From (66) it follows that as G moves, the point moves in a 

counterclockwise direction around the -axis. We may suppose 

that starts out from a point on the upper circle of 

(co)latitude and then moves toward the lower circle • 

In this motion of Ç from to , the an^le & increases 

from to ; therefore ( ) takes the form 

(67) w if - ^-bAo tL 

$MvS 
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from which it follows that few* ^ remains positive as ** 
moves from to • When 4T does reacu the point ^t on 

, then it follows from (67) that the tangent line to Ç 
at is horizontal. Therefore is tangent to there. 

For on the path between and , heading for ^ * , 

formula (63) yields 

— $> -l>AoO. 
(68) 

f -Ha) 

and therefore fcuxU decreases algebraically toward on this 

part of the path. When £* does reach , at the point » 

then (68) implies that the tangent to T is horizontal there. 

Hence T is tangent to (*»- at • Hence we can trace the mo¬ 

tion of K by working with (63). We can therefore describe the 

motion of Ü by simply noting that the gyroscope turns about 

its axis at a certain angular speed, while that axis traces 

a certain conical surface whose vertex is at 0. 

We also note that the complete path of K can be found 

by simply "stringing" together a number of paths each of which 

is congruent to the arc we have just described. This 

follows because the motion of the axis is a periodic one, as 

far as its rise and fall are concerned. 

The case when 

(69) 

holds is treated in a similar manner. Here the point K moves 

in a path symmetric to the one we have just discussed. 

11. The coordinate functions of the path P of £ are ana¬ 

lytic, as was pointed out in Corollary 2, p. 15. The method 

here described is the one referred to, there on p. 15» the 

method by which we can show that P has at most cuspidal 
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b)* If ( ) vanishes for either U-Ui » 

then we may suppose that it vanishes for U^-U, .. Since this 

function depends for its sign upon the behavior of ^ 

we see that except for tt'iUi the function ( ) 

must have either always a positive sign or always a negative 

sign. Since we have assumed that l>Ao>û , it follows that 

the inequality (64) must be the prevalent one for all ^ 

such that Then we can study the motion of £ • 

When % leaves on ft. and heads for c on 1 , the 

relation (67) holds. For this part of the path 

and steadily decreases. That the limiting value of 

is zero, when traverses the path ^ from to 

may be proved as an application of 1*Hospital's rule. For, 

by (57) it follows that W0=o does not have any double roots 

while . Hence the tangent to 1* takes on the posi¬ 

tion of a vertical tangent, pointing straight up if the point 

£ moves eastward. As % heads for on ft- after 

leaving on ft , the relation (68) holds, and hence 

for this part of the curve. But this indicates a break in 

the smooth movement of the curve's tangent, since the back¬ 

ing up of a positive tangent to the arc K* , a backing up 

to the point , will indicate that the limiting position 

of the tangent is still vertical, but the tangent will now 

point straight down if the point % has been moving eastward. 

This break in the movement of the tangent to T shows a 

points of singularity.' The angle V is the useful one. 
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Tli&'t’ this singularity must exist on the path t~ at %, .. 

is a cusp follows from the discussion, since the tangent’s 

position is the same no matter what direction the tangent 

is approximated from, but the direction of the tangent's 

positive end will be different in each case. These two di¬ 

rections differ by L®° • Then as the point % moves to¬ 

ward on there are no further singularities, but at 

the curve T* is tangent to • Then the cycle is started 

all over again, so that the complete path is a series 

of cuspidal arches, where all the cusps lie on •. 

c). If there exists a value W where 

we shall have to suppose that (64) holds for , 

and that (69) holds for . As ^ moves toward 

on , away from on ^ , then we apply (67),; hence 

w ^ O for Ç on the arc £.4?, • Since , it fol¬ 

lows that for U-U. ( , say), the tangent to f" is 

vertical. The tangent to P turns smoothly as moves 

past toward K, on •. At 4T*. , the tangent to T is 

horizontal, as is easily^ seen from (67)» The function ^ 

was negative for K on ****** , since (69) was assumed to 

hold for ÜAU4: U-u # As £ leaves , the tangent turns 

smoothly, and when ti-U (£=£, , say), the tangent is once 

again vertical. Since the tangent moves smoothly, and since 

the sign of 'VAUV~ changes smoothly, it follows that the 

curve P is going to cross itself before £ reaches • 

But to get the more definitive information on this loop, we 
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study (65) * The function ^ starts out as a negative function 

and increases continuously until it assumes the value zero. 

Still varying continuously, the function goes from zero to a 

positive value, and then with the return of ^ to the 

circle the function ÿ repeats the cycle in reverse 

order. The following interpretation is placed on this con- 
« 

tinuous change. If, for example, we assume that Ÿ v G at 

the start, then the point ^ is moving westward at the start. 

The change from a positive value to a zero one means that the 

point % reaches a point where it is stationary as far 

as sideways motion is concerned. With the change, finally, 

to a positive value the point ^ moves eastward. This 

process is repeated with the cyclic change in U. .It is 

now clear why, for instance on the path , the curve 

crosses itself. 

Summary. We have made certain assumptions. Most of the 

assumptions made were ones of expediency, rather than of 

omission. For instance, the assumption l>Ao^o was made in 

order to expedite the discussion. No essential change in the 

character of the motion occurs. 

Similarly, if we had assumed instead of Ao>0 > 

then the motions we have discussed would be obtainable by a 

reflection in a mirror of the motion that does occur when Ao>0 . 

We had to assume that were distinct. Of course 

it is not generally so; there conceivably are motions in which 

the points are the same. But there is this point to 
« 

make, the variation lfi f leads to the conclusion that 
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for the motions we have discussed, the points and ^ 

are distinct. A proof can be given using the calculus of 

residues. 

We assumed that the polynomial had no zeros of 

order two or greater than two. If ^ had a double 

root, then the motion would be a little different from that 

which we have discussed. The change in the motion would be 

indicated by the slight change necessitated by the applica¬ 

tion of the result of the double root to the equalities we 

have used. 

If is a (double) root of t then the point 

^ would pass through the north pole. Whether there are 

cusps at the pole, or whether there are loops or no singu¬ 

larities at all, depends upon the nature of the Initial con¬ 

ditions. But the essential nature of the path of % , and 
hence of the motion of ^ , can be ascertained as above. 

In this case the essential difference is that the upper circle 
I*- 

of co-latitude is now a point. 

2. The Intrinsic Equations for Gyroscopic Motion. 

To fully discuss the nature of the motion of & by 

means of the discussion of the path of the point £ , it is 

necessary to make certain hypotheses regarding the nature of 

the forces that act upon /£/ .In general, the path of 

12. The discussion Insections 1, 1.1 and 1.2, of the 

Poinsot-Lagrange gyroscope, was based upon Appell, pp.162- 

173# 195-200, and Webster, pp. 274-283. The results of 

these sections will be used later in section 2. 
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% would be a path that is compatible with the discussion 

given below. Hence we assume that the only forces that act 

upon are those which produce results compatible with the 

results we deduce. For the most important of these cases, un¬ 

der consideration below, that of the gravitational gyroscope, 

the path is a priori one consistent with the above agreement. 

The systems of axes 0-( ) and 0-( ) have 

the usual significance. Let the path of have the functions 

(70) >0'Cs> » * =*■ * 

as coordinate functions. We assume that the functions (70) are 

of class C , with the added condition that CX'( * O t 

i.e., the curve T has a tangent at each point. We make the 

assertion that T can and has been so oriented that the 

direction of the positive tangent coincides with the direc¬ 

tion of increasing 3 

(71) 

Let 0-( ÏT»V>> c )bea trihedral with the following prop¬ 

erties: d is the unit vector having the same direction as 

that of the positive tangent to f* , C is the unit vector 

having the direction of the ray 0 £ and k is the unit vec¬ 

tor having the direction necessary in order that the trihedral 

have the same orientation as the coordinate axes. From (22), 

(25), (70) and 

(72) ‘ Gr(>0 

it follows that the vectors Ù- , t> and C satisfy the 

relations: 

(73) £ 

Hence 

ds 
M 

iT - — so. 
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(74) C -= *£<0= X, 

(75) b - » 

where 

(76) (jc'lr') - 1 

The relation (72) holds because the functions (70) are the co¬ 

ordinate function^ of a curve on the unit sphere about 0* 

In the previous discussion of the gyroscope, the trihedral 

0-( j(\, Xi» Xj ) was the moving system. In this discussion the 

trihedral 0-( ^ , t ) plays the role of the moving axes. 

We see that the principal axes of £ have the directions of 

the unit vectors O , b and C. . If ^ « is the component 

in the direction of the vector & of the vector angular ac¬ 

celeration, and if &)*■ and are its components in the b 
«—9 

and C -directions respectively, then 

(77) to3) -=■ + Atù*.h> -+ 

where ÜJÏ is the angular momentum of A about its instant¬ 

aneous axis. 

If T , N and Q are the resultants in the directions 

of (L , b and C. respectively, of the resultant moment of the 

moments of the forces acting upon $ , then the (vector) re¬ 

sultant moment of the set of forces in is given by 

(78) Hi - T + 

From (77) and (78) we obtain 

(79) » T£V Hktôï'. 

dl~ 

13» By "in the direction of" we shall mean "in the instant¬ 

aneous direction of..,”. 
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But 

(80) d>t-o, cOvZtT, 

where /l Is the spin of 

from (77) and (80) that 

(JÔ'K - A, 

about Its axis. Then it follows 

(81) dl<& 
df 

From (73) and (74) we obtain 

(82) ^ = a IT, 
dr 

and from (75) it follows that 

(83) CXX'0«T, 
df 

Now (72) and (76) imply that vectors f and A are perpen¬ 

dicular to the vector X* while (83) states that X* and A 

are perpendicular to XX" • Hence there exists a constant 

^ such that 

(84) 

From (76), (84) and the definition of XXM it follows that 

(85) CX"x'x>^0. ^ 

Since XX* is a vector in the direction of the positive nor¬ 

mal to the unit sphere, it follows from (24), (26), (83) and 

(89) that Æ - ff - 

(se) jf " e *■ • 

Hence we can obtain the following relations from (79), (81), 

(82) and (86): 

(87) 

C.jur - Avv^ -s- ~r> 

- «> 

C<r it 

14. ( X** X1 X ) is a determinant whose principal diagonal 

is ( X> Xj ). 



The relations (87) are the Intrinsic equations for gyr- 
/r 

scopic motion due to Lamb and Osgood, One reason for the 

name "intrinsic" is that under ideal conditions the equations 

! 
as a function of S This in (87) can be solved for 

\ 
function, , is an intrinsic equation for I • 

There is still another interpretation for • If we 

set » then Osgood has defined K as the bending of the 

cone traced out by the axis of s when a point on the axis 
lb 

is fixed in space. The actual definition is the rate at which 

the tangent to the cone at is turning when the point *£ 

describes its path with unit velocity. This may be put into 

pp, 
the form 

VÇ - IÙ**- 

where €: is the angle between the neighboring points P and P . 
To complete the identification of K with we must make K 

\ 
a signed quantity. We agree to let K be positive if the 

curve r lies to the left of an observer walking in the di¬ 

rection of the positive tangent to V along the path T 

is negative if the curve T lies to the right of the 

observer. Otherwise the bending is taken to be zero. 
« 

If £ and f are two of the Eulerian angles, then Ie 

and 6 are called the precession and nutation, of & , re- 

spectlvely. The precession is said to be steady if 'f' and 

& are constant throughout the motion of M • 

15» Osgood, p, 243, and Lamb, pp. 153-161. Our notation is 

radically different from that used by these authors, 

16. A method of proof is hinted at in sec. 3 of Osgood. 



We have already discussed the motion of a special gyro¬ 

scope which satisfies the general initial conditions: There 

is a constraint acting on which keeps a point 0 on the 

axis of fixed in space, the only other external force 

acting upon Âf is that of gravity, and if A- , G> and C_ 

are the principal moments of inertia, then br&C-'ÎD . Because 

this is the most important case of gyroscopic motion as well 

as "because it is one of the natural gyroscopic problems that 

have been completely solved, we shall make a more critical 

examination of the possible motion of • Here, again, the 

discussion of the motion of £ will depend upon the path 

of the point £ • 

The discussion that follows is based upon the paper of 
n 

A. H. Copeland. With Copeland, we shall consider a certain 

graphical representation of the motion of 4T » from which 

the nature of the motion of $ will be evident. 

, Q and N in (87) become   

(88) T- U^OCr^ 

where is the mass of ^ • From (87) and (88) it fo¬ 

llows that , » . 
/Virir* - MA-etv O, 

• f 

(89) C^ir 'tot'"& f, 

■*O, 

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to S » 

The following integral has been obtained from the first 

equation in (89): 

(90) vf-±û.LUù-{ï>>} 

17* See bibliography. See figure following page 52. 
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where , (ji-ws^ and where tu> and are initial 

values for U and IT respectively. 

The curve f~ is on a sphere, and therefore we obtain 

the following equality from the differential of arc: 

(91) 

The following expression is obtainable in the same way 

that (48) was obtained: 

(92) ïo+)tL(lo-vù , 

where «T-WA . 

Because of the third equation in (89)» we can assume ZlMo >o , 

From (90), (91) and (92) we obtain 

• * *J 
(93) Ù’-- a-u')[ir„vVauo-u')l-L C(-«o3 = <-«o, 

If 
which has appeared before in a slightly different form. 

Without any loss of generality, we can assume that -Kû*> 

and that the other two zeros of kvo , a, and , 

are such that -l-tic-l and ((-»,— I • 

For the first part of our discussion we shall assume 

(94) ~UttoC\. 

êXi. The Graphical Representation of Gyroscopic Mo¬ 

tion, We shall adhere to the initial values in the form 

u^-Ue, , èo-^o, a£ ^ ~ , 

Then the relations (92) and (93) completely define the path 

of • If wo keep the parameters and CL fixed, 

19. Copeland, p, 739* 

1$. Compare with (55)* 
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and allow tfo to vary, then the locus of points for which a 

given set-up occurs Is a set of points in the ( U-» $0 )- 

plane. This set of points will constitute a smooth curve, 

if the initial values are not too recalcitrant. We shall 

make use of these curves in the following manner. From (93) 

it follows that the point % always lies between the para¬ 

llels of colatitude ^ i and U.%. , except at the moment when 

% is on one of these circles. The locus of points in the 
% 

( U, t> )-plane that correspond to points at which 4? 

meets the circle Uo is a straight line; we Snail call this 

the line , The locus of points in the ( )- 

plane that correspond to points where £ meets the circle 

is the curve tU-Ui • Then the only points in the ( )“ 

plane that correspond to actual points on the path p of 

are those that lie between the curves fiUUo and U.-Ü1 , 

since the positions that assumes during the actual motion 

of /£/ never get beyond the circles U-Uo and U-U, . 

The points in the ( Ü» )-plane that correspond to 
« 

points on T where ÿ- vanishes all lie on a straight line: 

IX**- U* . In a similar way, the parabolas U-Uî and 
« 

U-U-K are the respective loci of points in the ( Us*t o )- 

plane that correspond to points on T where the geodesic -'f 

» AH 
curvature!^ and its derivative vanish, respectively. 

These curves form a set, and these sets can be classified. The 

classification that is the simplest is that according as the 

parameters Uo , P and J are positive, negative or zero, 

where 
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<95) T>c , J~- J-Kltfe, 

According to Copeland, there are eleven classifications. 

The curve tl=Cli has a single maximum and a single 

minimum. For f this maximum occurs when f'© has the 

value for which the curve attains this value, and the maxi¬ 

mum is + 1 . For , the point K passes periodically 

through the north pole, while for 0—6 t the point 4T 

approaches the north pole hut never quite reaches it. If , 

the maximum is less than -hi Hence it follows that ini¬ 

tial values can be assigned to the variables of motion in 

order that the axis of £} may pass through the north pole 

or not; moreover, the periodicity can be specified. The min¬ 

imum value for the function , i.e., the U -coordinate 

at the minimum point on the curve tt-tlf , is always — I . 

Hence o can be so assigned, that JC passes through the 

south pole. 

If the gyroscope executes a steady precession, then 

VC U>'=‘0 has a double root. This can be easily seen from 

(93) when written in its factored form. Since 

©Vo, Via .■satiV?» ] » 
I 

it follows that there are two, no or one value for o for 

which Af executes a steady precession according as d is 

greater than, less than or equal to zero. Conversely, if 

the function has a double zero, then the gyroscope 

executes a steady precession with Cl having the "double"value. 

20. It is to be remembered that the roots we deal with 

are tlo (X, # will not enter into the discussion. 
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The result can he stated as follows. A necessary and suffici¬ 

ent condition that -H execute a steady precession on the 

circle U-flo , where —o and *-(4Uc^f is that Ue> he 

a double zero of tiO . 

£l- Discussion of a Special Case. We reassert the initial 

conditions ta-4*,', B-0©, 

for which this discussion will he valid. The figure following 

p. 52 has heen taken from Copeland’s paper. 

We start with the value , and for this value of 
\ 

the points of the ( U* 6 )-plane that correspond to a path 

C are those on the ft -axis that lie between the curves 

and tX,a-U, , Since and it follows by (91) 

that 0"o -ao • Then it can he shown, as on pp. 25-26, that T 

has a cusp at each point where T meets the circle ft© • 

Hence the point ( U*>, o ) in the ( ft> )-plane corresponds 

to all those points of P where there are cusps, since there 

are no other singularities hut the periodically recurring 

cusps. Since the curves ft-Qt and ft- do not cut the 

segment on the 11 -axis with which we are concerned, except 

at the endpoint, it follows that the geodesic curvature is 

monotone between the points of contact and that there are no 

points of inflection on between its points of contact 

with ft© and lit . In the latter case, the result is evident 

after we have recalled that a necessary condition for a point 

of inflection is that the curvature vanish at the point. 

If is small, hut positive, then the line UL-ue 
« 

does not enter R, where R is that part of the (ft» ^ 0 )-plane 
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whose points correspond to real motion of K • This also 

' t-' 
holds for values of *f-0 immediately to the right of ”, . 

Near f, , then, the curves U-U; and (l~Ctn both enter 

R. Hence the longitudinal velocity does not vanish, and since 
ols 

(94) holds, it follows that O'-- does not vanish. This 

last statement implies that V has a tangent everywhere, 

a tangent that is unique. Hence there are no singularities 

on T • The geodesic curvature is no longer momotone be¬ 

tween points of contact. Since K vanishes between points 

of contact, and since (according to the graph) the function 

changes sign, it follows that there are points of inflec¬ 

tion of r* between the points of contact. Since ^0 is posi- 

tive, it follows that *f is positive throughout the duration 

of the motion of $ • Hence the curve T is a wavy curve, 

with no singularities, which is made up of a series of congru¬ 

ent arcs all strung together in a smooth manner. 

When Hro reaches fv , we have the value for *1* for 

which the curves U.-U.J and cross, and for which 
A 

leaves R. For this and slightly larger values of , the 

curve C is still a wavy curve, but now the geodesic curva¬ 

ture is monotone between the points of contact. 

When is reached, then • Here cross- 
« 

es the line and then leaves R. For this value of f-0 , 

P no longer has inflection points, is still wavy without sin¬ 

gular points and with a geodesic curvature that is monotone 

21. It will be simpler to letter the points on our graph. 
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between the points of contact. These observations also hold 

for values of (|^ to the right of 1$ . 

When we reach , the line Cl-z-Ue meets the curve 

. Therefore <!> has a double root, Uo-Ut-G • 

It follows that 4/ executes a steady precession on the circle 

Ho which is coincident with the circle Ut • 

We next come to a portion of R which does not contain 

the curves and nor the line tl-We • Therefore 

the corresponding patns oi £ all have the following char¬ 

acteristics: they have no singularities and therefore are 

wavy curves, they have no points of inflection and their ge¬ 

odesic curvature is monotone between points of contact. Since 

Vo to begin with, it follows that *(• >0 fur the 

duration of the motion of K along P . 

Further to the right we reach the point Pr . Here 

U~U.i reenters the region H. Consequently, here, P will 

be wavy, and it will have inflection points. 

Still further to the rignt, to tne right of Pi- , at 

the point the curve reenters the region R. In 

tnis case the geodesic curvature takes on a non-monotone 

character. 

To the right of the line H-© - , the line (X^P 

reenters R, and this reintroduces cusps again. Moreover, 

at the curves U-Ui , and t 

are concurrent. But a^u; and U=tU( leave R and do not 

reenter R at any point to the right of -- V*- • Hence, for 

the paths f~ are without inflection points but whose 
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geodesic curvature is monotone between the points of contact 

of r with the circles Üo and (if . Since the intersection 

of and U^Up corresponds to the vanishing of If" 

it follows that for the path T has cusps. 

The line tl~Ue enters R to the right of ■=■ aft . 

and therefore the longitudinal velocity vanishes somewhere 

between the points of contact of T with the circles (io and 
2 2» 

((• , and therefore we will find loops on the path of ^ • 

If *fo ‘ , then . Then the curve U-Uf does 

not pass through the point ( » + 1 )• Therefore U^Ut 

is a simple root of • It follows that K passes 

periodically through the north pole. It should be noted that 
% % 

although U vanishes at the north pole, Ô does not (since 

we have assumed D>6 . ). In fact, 'T must be different 

from zero at the pole, since a contrary assumption leads to 

the conclusion that U.'Ml is a double root of -o when 

V/a-HuA . 

The line IUU<> leaves R at ( fr/ci-uio'* > +1 ) and does not 

reenter R ever, to the right of £>- tycitUo) • Hence, except 

when /V* ^ Hi , when f o ^ *AH U©) , V is a wavy curve on which 

K moves to the right (eastward). But holds for 

only one value oi » greater than ; for this value, 

executes a steady precession on the circle (i-Ho . 

The curves Cl-lit and U-UiC do not enter R to the 

left of the M -axis. Hence a path f" which corresponds to 

22. As we have shown before, when *f- changes sign then 

the path V will describe a loop. Copeland has shown, in 
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a negative value for ^ is a path without inflection points 

between points of contact and a path whose geodesic curvature 

is monotone between the contact points. The line IL- Up 

enters R to the left or the U -axis. Hence for a small neg- 

ative value of (f , the path C is a curve with loops. 

When «k>- ~s- » Ui - ~l • Thus it follows that for 
. Hlo 

\ 

*k-- the curve T passes through the south pole. 
I-ho 

The. line (1^ U.? leaves R at the point ( -_5— * — I ) and 
l—Clo 

does not enter the region anywhere to the left of this point; 

therefore all the paths T that correspond to values of 
' %r 

where +0 are wavy curves on which % moves to the 
\~Uo 

left. 

And so the discussion goes for the other ten possible 

graphs. We may elaborate the preceding example to show how 

the mechanics work out. Let the longitudinal velocity be 

*£o t at ^ - 't-o . Since ( W» ) is on the line little, 

the longitudinal velocity vanishes when 4* reaches the circle 

Ilf • Since lit is a root of and since f,-=*0 (see 

the figure), it follows that -O . Hence the velocity of 

the point is zero, and therefore (as we have seen before) 

there is a singularity on the curve. To make this claim a 

little less Intuitive, as we have been assuming all along, 

we can study the following formula for the geodesic curvature 

his paper, that if vanishes between points of contact, 
t 

then changes sign. 
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as well as the formula for the derivative of : 

K1 - a^u-< \ 3Q.CHi«fl fo . actto~u^ 1 . 
irr L ° ~H J 

Then it follows that p does not have a continuous curva¬ 

ture at the point where it meetsthe U, -circle. This, in 

addition to a consideration of the function (63) under the 

conditions 

*= 4,: 6 - f^o, Uc>a, J>o, 0>o, 

will yield the result that the tangent does not turn smooth¬ 

ly at the intersection of the curves T and (X1 • Except 

for points where T meets the circle > the geodesic curva¬ 

ture never vanishes, and therefore there are no inflection 

points anywhere on the path. Since the derivative of the ex¬ 

pression for the curvature never vanishes, it follows that 

between the points of contact, the path P has monotone ge¬ 

odesic curvature. 

The above is a sketch of the method devised by Copeland 

to give a complete history of the motion of Àf . It is to 

be recalled that this discussion, although it holds for a 

wide variety of gyroscopes, is still a discussion of a spe¬ 

cial set of gyroscopes. 

To study the special cases when lla-'il , Copeland de¬ 

velops the function a ^-«o 

JdCv = Uo-U 

With the aid of J(U) many interesting points can be made 

clear. For example, if ^ <Ù , then A—1° , and if Uù~~L\ > 

then Y" • Therefore, if ITo^O , the gyroscope becomes 

a plane pendulum. 
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fil* Paths That Have Points of Inflection» The geodesic 

curvature must necessarily vanish at points of inflection. 

The condition is that at lx~ U , , 

(96) a- (<■»- ^:) ■> 

\ 

which is a curve in the ( (A > Hr o )-plane. The only points 

on the parabola (96) that correspond to real paths F are 

those which lie between the curves tl—lio and . Since 

the curvature K is always positive except for 

and since a necessary condition that P have a point of 
* t rf* < £Lf 

inflection is that f0 lie in the closed interval 0 -ro~ /*-> 

it follows that only the wavy curves with an eastward drift 

of motion ( o ) can have points of inflection* 

Then we can go on to discuss the paths and the condi¬ 

tions that must hold in order that the paths have monotone 

geodesic curvature and the paths along which the longitudin¬ 

al velocity must vanish. These conditions will always yield 

information as to whether the paths T have loops, cusps or 

are smooth all along. 

Dl. A Theorem of Kellogg’s. If at any time the path P 

touches a circle of latitude, it will curve away from, or 

toward, the equator according as its longitudinal velocity 

does or does not lie between the longitudinal velocities for 

steady precession in that circle. If Uo is the equator, 

the path curves northward or southward according as the long¬ 

itudinal does or does not exceed the single longitudinal 

velocity for steady precession in the equator. If the spin 
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of the gyroscope is so slight that the precessional values 

are coincident, then the gyroscope will fall. 

Proof. 
If \J executes a steady precession, then we have 

the following relation governing the colatitude on which the 

precession must take place: 

(97) Uo o“ Wo-+ ka~a' 

The relation (97) can he obtained from (89)• If is the 
\ 

geodesic curvature of P at tt-Uo t when -Po and , 

then 

(98) *<«.>~ + » 

where Ke. is the geodesic curvature of the circle tl~U* # 

From (98) it follows that if Ko > Ke, then P hends more 

rapidly to the left than does the circle (Ao , l.e., if % 

runs east, then P* rises, etc. The function in the brackets 

in (98) is the quadratic which determines the precessional 
, a-3 

velocities for a steady precession on a circle . 

J5* The Gyroscope of Mme. Kowaleskl. Mme. Kowaleski 

made a successful attempt to find another soluble case of 

gyroscopic motion. Her method is given below. 

Let (?>'|J K ) be the coordinates, relative to a set of 

axes fixed in space, of the center of mass G of kf .We 

establish the system G-( XV» Xy ) along the principal axes. 

If the direction cosines of the moving axes are and 

with respect to the fixed vertical line, then Euler's 

equations become: 

23» The preceding discussion of the intrinsic equations 

was based upon the papers of Osgood, Kellogg and Copeland. 
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Ajt u^C/u. 

09) R a+ ' -AU^ ( « ï( _ J 

0 g^C A-B) 
The point on the vertical axis whose coordinates are 

( O, O, t ) is fixed in space, while its coordinates with 

respect to the moving axes are ( tj > V»,> ^ )• Therefore, 

by (15) 

(100) *&, 4** »n.- pa- 

In addition to the relations (99) and (100), we have 

the obvious relation 

(101) C> •=/. 

Just as we obtained (48) and (50), so we obtain 

(102) 

(105) Hp A K, 
where (« and h are constants of integration. 

Mme. Kowaleski went about the problem in the following 

way. The solution to the Euler equations gave 

as meromorphic functions of time. Mme. Kowa¬ 

leski wanted to find a more general solution to the problem 

of a rotating rigid body by using the power series 

(104) 
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(104) (cont'd) 

îi - t MAl ( \ 

£v- +'")> 

where , Ml » C— (>*->^ , are positive integers. 

From (99) and (104) it follows that 

W» - Mx*3-AWI-M^V-^z1 « 

Then Mme. Kowaleski conceived of the initial conditions 

U05) /V-6-5LC> K~O 

It turns out that the conditions (105) yield a soluble set 

of Euler equations. As a matter of fact, from (99)-(105) 

we can obtain the following relation: 

ao6) e' *t<v ’ 

where £■>£* and are constants depending upon the initial 

values for 

Since the system (99)-(106) is a soluble one, but soluble 

in terms of hyperelliptic functions, the path can 

now be discussed. We shall not do so, but we will' mention 

that Mme. Kowaleski has proved that there exists a mechanical 
2.£f 

equivalent of the relations (99)-(106). 

24. This discussion was based on the first part of Mme. 

Kowaleski*s paper. 
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V. . THE SYMMETRICAL TOP. 

Definition. A symmetrical top Is a homogeneous rigid 

body whose surface Is a surface of revolution that bounds a 

finite simply connected portion of space. 

Wé shall be interested in those tops ~T which are heavy, 

symmetrical, of great angular momentum and whose peg O is 

fixed in space. 

Let the coordinate system 0-( 'I* ) k© fixed in 

space and let the system 0-( JV, X* ) t>© fixed in the 

moving top. Here the -axis coincides with the axis of 

the top, the -axis is perpendicular to the positive 'i3 - 

and X-*, -axes and the positive X*. -axis has been so chosen 

that the axes 0-( Xv> Xv> X3 ) have the same disposition as the 

axes of the system 0-( ). It follows that the 

moving axes coincide with a triple of mutually perpendicular 

principal axes of • 

Let ( A, C ), ( L, M. N ) and ( ) have the 

usual connotations. The Euler equations become 

A© A L, 

(107) A^SÎJAô + C 9- A M, 

If is acted upon by no other force but that of gravity 

and the constraints which keep 0 fixed in space, then (107) 

becomes ^ < / 

Côho) ÇttLÔ - k W* & * 

(108) A fO\k& ft. A 

dfL^O, 
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where A** is the mass of X and UOCr . 

The relations (107) and (108) form the base upon which 

the ensuing discussion is based. 

1. Steady Motion of the Gravitational Top. It is possible 
% • 

to have a steady precessional motion. If we set O~@o-Qy &~Qot 

and in (108), then 

(109) (<?A - KÿO > 

provided SOié>'¥î O . The equation (109) defines two values for 

which it is possible to have a steady precessional motion with 

& - Qo , provided 

(HO) <2 >»*' V- ^ Oosôo • 
-i- / * SûtiLfwJ, Since \ is a heavy top, the relation (110) can be easily^seea. 

2. Effect of Changing the Applied Couple. In the previous 

discussion, let the couple AAA-^IA. be increased by ^ , N>o , 

so that the applied couple has been increased by a- 

bout the Jf, -axis. If Ù is unchanged and if and 

are the values for steady precession (with )then the 

values for the new precessional motion are given by 

(in) /Ws©oC/*«-/u>£/fc“/M=N * 
where, as usual, we have assumed o • It follows from 

(111) that the new precessional values lie between the greater 

and smaller of the values • « and . Suppose A A • 

The increase in the smaller precessional value, or the decrease 

in the larger, can be motivated by the application of a couple 

of moment ttvcu 0 about the X» -axis. This will leave 

25» Some discussion of the gyroscope will be reproduced 

here, but the repetition will make for greater clarity. 
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0 unchanged, hut it will change • Hence we have 

the following interpretation: if the precessional values fLi 

and h he changed in the manner indicated, then the "re¬ 

action” set up by the top will tend to turn the axis up, i. e*, 

the axis of T will rise. 
’ i 

Similarly, if the precessional values become fb and jUu 

after a couple has heen applied and removed immediately, and 

if the relation between the old precessional values and the 

new ones is given hy 

fù > /<« > ftl , 

then the axis of the top will fall. 

So far, we have assumed that But-if d> %u. 

then tov© and by (111) it follows that ( )(yli-^w ) 

will he positive or negative according as N is positive 
§ 9 

or negative. If Qo is held constant, and if and jt** 

are new precessional values, and If 

H<0\ fil „ H'ÏO*. , 

then the effect of the removal of the couple N is to he 

described just as it was above. For, if T is executing a 
f | 

steady precession with Ô^Oo and » then we obtain 

(112) ( CA- 

from (108). If the couple t{ is now applied about the Xi - 

axis, and if the precessional values are unchanged, then 
« 

(113) Aô©-f-*CC/l~ A^'o eoido) Yb AAAgL&U&o 4-fl 

follows from (107). From (112) and (113) it follows that 

A 0o - 
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Hence, ir N is positive, then the axis of *T begins to 

rise, and if N is negative, then the top begins to fall* 

Strong and Weak Tops. Motion of Between Two Very 

Close Circles of Latitude. We shall discuss the latter sub¬ 

ject first. The discussion will be based upon an intuitive 

experimental method of the gravitational top. 

The initial conditions used will be 

o, f 0^°> 

We shall suppose that is very great so that our approxi¬ 

mations will be valid ones. 

The energy equation for is 

(114) & C , 

where & and A are constant during the motion of T 
In (114), 2^A*" is the kinetic energy and is 

potential energy of *T , As T moves, the kinetic energy 

changes, while the potential energy changes too but at the 

expense of the former. Therefore, if the. axis of the top is 

inclined at an angle Ù to the vertical, then 

(115) 

(116) a — CLtUû~Ü-}> 

where 
tlo- . 

But recall 

u-w'} i - > 
26. Gray, p.82. 
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where *fe>and ^ -ôo . in addition, we have (93) 

written here: ^ ^ 

u''- Ci-u'Ollî'oVa(üo-a>>]-[ Cf-üoO*£,4Uua-to] d , 

which can he written in the form 

(117) Cctlo~a>] d Vta>, 

Therefore U.“2-U.t> is a rQot of , while the other 

pertinent root, (Xi , must (always) satisfy the relation 

OLtl-aft -'VtUo-UO . 

This latter yields 

(118) t^( S'*"- ^ ‘{aCfau-où ) • 

From (118) it follows that if A is great enough, then 

the difference ( U.o~U.| ) can he made very small* For, 

LLUA ^ fr11- M Q-t frto-a> ^ 
\~9CO id. 

U*y - Cyi A • 
Hence, for fi large enough, the axis of T- will move be¬ 

tween two fixed right circular cones which are close togeth¬ 

er. We note that implicit in the relation (115) is the as¬ 

sumption that ti0 defines the inside cone. 
• i 

From (116) it follows that f- —o and B^O hold simult¬ 

aneously only when tl-U* • Hence, as we have shown, the 

path of ^ has cusps only on the upper circle (defined hy ). 

To complete the above discussion we set & equal to 

Bo-f y , which can he done since Bo^ù, is assumed to be(v***|) 

small. From (117) we obtain the following approximate equa¬ 

tion: *UA 0o Y 
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which yields 

(119) «j 
The complete solution of (119) is. 

^ Ct - *** 

where 

éi £0=0'. ^ -O, ûW ^=0. 
« 

Hence the approximate values for £ and ^ for a 

rapidly spinning top are 

9 - Ao + GoChttMci:} , ©/- , 

(120) , 

From (120) it follows that the motion of the top may 

he considered to he compounded of a steady motion and of an 
% 

oscillatory one. The steady motion has 0-s.ù-o 

and ,while the oscillatory motion has period *7t 
It is evident that the oscillation period is shorter the 

greater the spin of T~ • 

Returning to (108), we find that if A>•=-£> and if the 

axis of the top is not disturbed, then r will remain ver 

tical • Hence (110) becomes 

dsi) c\'s A , 
which condition must he fulfilled in order that the axis of 

a top remain upright, i.e., in order that *7"* he a "sleep¬ 

ing top." This leads to the definition of a strong top as 

one for which (121) holds. A weak top is one for which 

Ç /\V > H ^ .If (121) is written as 
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then it follows that the top sleeps more easily the greater 

C- is in relation to A , i.e., the top will spin more 

easily in an upright position if the mass is concentrated 
_ xl 

closer to the horizontal plane containing the peg O . 

4. Conclusion, The discussion of tops and gyroscopes 

depends upon the end in view. There are many phases that 

have not been touched in this paper, but those that have been 

included are, in the opinion of the writer, the more important. 

The most important remark that can be made is that the 

preceding discussion of the motion of the top as well as the 

motion of the gyroscopes, all depend upon the motion of the 

point £ in space. Once the path of K is known the 

motion of the gyrostat (top or gyroscope) becomes evident, 

since we have assumed there was a point Ô on the axis, 

of each rigid body, fixed in space. 

27* The discussion in this section was based upon 

Gray, pp.80-126, Webster,pp. 274-288, and Routh, pp. 503- 

504. 
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